
 
 

Mel-Syd January 2021 Main Plan 
 

Elite-Filters 
• The Elite-Filters Strategy is the MAIN PLAN.  
• The bets are listed ready to bet.  
• It is simplicity personified. 
• If you are confused with betting possibilities or information overload then the Elite-

Filters must be your go-to plan. 

 

Elite-Filters Sydney Jan 2021 
Three winning meetings from four in Sydney for a net profit of $499. 

Elite-Filters Syd January 2021 

 

  



Elite-Filters Melbourne Jan 2021 
Six winning days from seven in Mel for a net profit of $1,505. 

 

 

All up, $2,004 net profit in a month! 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Best Bets 
In yesterday’s race-day email we mentioned a few examples of how accurate Elite has been in  a very 
tough month of mostly low class Benchmark racing. We listed the top-raters and the Top-Rated strategy 
results/stats but we didn’t really make mention of the Larry’s Best and Ric’s Best. 

The best-bets are not a main strategy but members do like to know our gut-feel best of the day. Richard 
and I made a commitment to see where we could go with these bets in 2021 by being more discerning 
before listing them on race morning. 

So far so good. 57% strike-rate and 120% net profit in January. 

 

Larry and Ric Best

 

 

There is some great racing coming up with horses that can be relied on. Can’t wait!  

  



 

DANGER RACES 
In regards to the top-raters that we mentioned yesterday, we are all aware that betting on all of them is 
not recommended. If you do choose to bet on Top-Raters then at least give the “danger” races a big miss. 
Danger races have been explained, discussed and analysed in many previous newsletters. 

There is a column in the Master Spreadsheet that is uploaded each raceday morning called “Danger”.  

Here are the Top-Raters for January 2021 that were in ‘Danger’ races: 

 

 

 



 

Of course the stats are terrible, they always are in danger races. 

 

Here are the Top-Raters that were NOT in Danger races. 

 



 
 
 
I will cover this subject in an upcoming newsletter for newer members who may not have read previous 
newsletters or for members who possibly do not refer to the Master Spreadsheet. 
 
  



 
 

Perth InForm 
 
Not a great start for our suggested Perth Strategy. Three meetings so far but we are going through that 
obligatory losing run that seems to beset every new plan in the early stages. It is uncanny how it happens – 
even to the plans that turn out to be the strongest over time.  
If the plan is logical and based real-time strong data - like the InForm Strategy is - then those who stick will 
soon reap the big rewards. 

Poor Start for InForm Strategy

 

Not being a place bettor myself I am questioning if the 2.0% place bet on every qualifier was a great idea. 
With the Mid-Tote Place divs, a fair portion of the cream of the place results calculations came off the top. 
That is why we immediately uploaded the mid-tote spreadsheet to replace the mostly unattainable best 
tote for the place.  
It is each member’s call as to place bet or not but I think it would be prudent to cap the place bet to the 
same as the win bet. That’s how we will list them from February on. 
 
I realise the plan only snared 4 winners from 15 bets in January but there was previously a run of 5 winners 
from 18 in October-Nov-Dec.  
2 winners from 9 “live’ bets so far has replicated the exact sequence of 2 from 9 from Oct 31st to Nov 21st 
2020. 
The win strike rate is still 49.4% overall but we can’t expect a winner each two bets. 
 
What am I saying? Nothing out of the ordinary has happened. Hold your nerve, there is still 86% of the 
bank intact. 
 
Regards 
Larry  

https://www.eliteracing.com.au/elite-services/inform/

